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Anthony Chan Memorial Award 

M4 | Music - Winds, Jazz Music 

Given to a student in Music (Winds) in M4 who has demonstrated a strong commitment to the subject 

and an excellence in extracurricular Jazz Music. 

 

Chris Shaw Award in Computer Science 

M4 | Computer Science 

Awarded to a student who demonstrates excellence in first-year computer science, with preference 

given to a student who also exhibits an interest in and enthusiasm for computer programming, as 

evidenced by participation in related extra-curricular activities. 

 

Class of 1952 Donald G. Cossar Scholarship for Best Overall Performance 

M4, S5 | General Proficiency - Leadership 

Awarded to a student at the end of M4 who has demonstrated the best overall performance in 

scholarship, leadership and participation in athletic and other extra curricular activities during his/her 

time at UTS. 

Each year, there are two winners. The M4 winner from the previous year automatically wins again in S5. 

A new M4 winner is chosen each year.  

 

Class of 1952 Erskine Eaton Scholarship in Modern Languages 

S5 or S6 | Languages 

Awarded to a student in S5 or S6 who has shown proficiency in Modern Languages and who shows 

initiative, leadership and interest in school activities. 

 

Class of 1953 Scholarship in Mathematics 

M4 | Mathematics 

Awarded to a student in M4 at UTS who has: achieved excellence in mathematics; showed a love of 

mathematics and enthusiasm for mathematics activities and competitions; and made significant 

contributions to extra-curricular activities at the school. 
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Class of 1972 Jazz Scholarship 

S6 | Music - Jazz 

Awarded to a student in S6 who has made a significant contribution to curricular and co-curricular 

activities in jazz music during his/her tenure at UTS, and in particular, has demonstrated exceptional 

musical ablility in the performance of jazz as well as enthusiasm and support for jazz studies. 

 

Ellison Tseng Art Award 

M4 | Arts 

Awarded to an M4 student in the Fine Art Program who demonstrates an artistic talent, makes a 

significant commitment to further his/her skills and understanding of this discipline, and is continuing in 

the study of Fine Art. 

 

George Bean Memorial Scholarship 

S5, S6 | General Proficiency - Leadership 

Awarded to an S5 or S6 student for talented and unselfish participation in extra-curricular activities; 

leadership, character and scholarship. 

 

Global Star Award 

M3, M4 | Mathematics 

To be awarded annually to one M3 or M4 student who demonstrates a deep love of mathematics 

through participation in contest, math club, and/or other extra curricular activities with a mathematics 

focus. The award may be split if more than one student merits recognition. 

 

Governor General's Medal 

S6 | Highest Standing 

Awarded to the student who achieves the highest standing. 

A BRONZE medal is awarded to the student who achieves the highest average upon graduation. The 

average includes all grade 11 (s5) and grade 12 (S6) courses as listed on the student's official transcript 

of grades issued by the Ministry of Education. Calculated based on final results. Source: www.gg.ca
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Guillet Science Scholarship 

M4, S5 | Science 

Awarded annually with the intention to benefit students in their last 2 years of high school who have 

demonstrated excellence in Chemistry, Biochemistry, Physics or Geology. Financial need a factor. 

 

Jean Pasquantonio Tudor Memorial Award 

All Grades | English 

Awarded to a student who demonstrates the qualities of an inquisitive researcher with a love of reading 

that extends beyond the basic requirements of coursework and assignments. 

 

John & Margaret Withrow Music Scholarship - TWIG CD 

All Grades | TWIG CD 

In recognition of contribution to production to the TWIG CD. 

A student can only receive this award once.  

 

John & Margaret Withrow Music Scholarship - Winds and Strings 

All Grades | Music 

Given to two students per grade (one Winds and one Strings player) who has made a significant 

contribution to the music program and demonstrates leadership, creativity, scholarship, effort and a 

consistent improvement in skill. 

 

Lieutenant Governor's Community Volunteer Award 

S6 | Community Service 

Recognizes an exemplary graduating volunteer among each of Ontario's secondary schools. It pays 

tribute to those students who go beyond the OSSD requirement. 
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Lilly Chew Award of Excellence in Vocal Music 

All Grades | Music 

The annual award will be given to one or two music students who demonstrate leadership in the area of 

vocal music and make a significant contribution to the music culture within the UTS community.  

Funding from the award may be used to provide experiences to recipients to support their ongoing vocal 

skill development. 

 

Lum Family Scholarship 

S6 | Mixed Subject - Community Service and Music 

Awarded to a student in the graduating year who has acheived academic excellence, and has an 

outstanding record of community service as well as a passion for music.  The student's community 

service record will demonstrate exemplary participation either through external service activities that 

have a significant impact on the community, or through demonstrated leadership and initiative within 

the internal school community. 

 

MCO Orthodontics UTS Community Builder Award 

M3, M4 | Community Service 

This award will be granted to four students, two in M3 and two in M4, who have made an outstanding 

contribution toward building the UTS community and who exemplify the qualities that are required of 

future leaders and change-makers.  Recipients must demonstrate solid academic achievement as well as 

serving as role models in the UTS community through many or all of the following: respect for UTS and 

fellow students, enthusiasm, empathy, positive engagement, personal initiative, mentoring of other 

students, athletic involvement and overall positive impact on community building within UTS. 

 

Michael Pincus Awards in Mathematics 

F2, M3 | Mathematics 

The award is presented to one student in F2 and one in M3 who show outstanding achievement or 

promise in Mathematics. 

A student may win this award only once. Past winners: 
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Nancy Park Memorial Award 

S6 | Community Service 

To be awarded annually to a graduating student who has shown an outstanding commitment to 

community service. 

 

Professor Natalie Kuzmich Award in Music 

S6 | Music - Strings 

For the graduating student in the Strings Department who has made an outstanding contribution to the 

music program. 

 

The A.N. Scarrow Memorial Prizes 

F1, F2 | English 

The prize is awarded to one student in each of Foundation English and ENG1DE, who has shown 

excellence in the year's work and who has demonstrated a wide range of reading. The recipients will 

also display character and scholarship. 

The recipients should not be receiving any other award of equal or greater value. 

 

The Alice Ada Zimmerman Award 

S5 | General Proficiency 

Given to two students who have maintained adequate academic achievement, participated in several 

extra-curricular activities and shown a sense of pride in the school. The winners should also 

demonstrate kindness to and interest in their contemporary students, particulary towards younger or 

new students in the school. 

 

The Allan Crawford Prize in Chemistry and Physics 

S5 | Science - Chemistry and Physics 

This award recognizes an S5 student who achieves the highest mark in both S5 Chemistry and S5 Physics. 
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The Allan Robertson Scholarship 

S6 | Distinction 

Awarded to one or two students who intend to enter a Faculty of Medicine and who have displayed 

qualities of scholarship, leadership and unselfish participation in extra-curricular activities. 

 

The B. C. Taylor Memorial Award 

M3, M4 | General Proficiency 

Presented to two students, one in M3 and one in M4, who have been distinguished by talented and 

unselfish participation in activities, leadership, strength of character and scholarship. 

 

The Barbara Fonseca Award in English Language and Literature 

M4, S5 | English 

To be awarded to one M4 student who has made a significant improvement in the subject of English 

from F2 to M4. 

To be awarded to one S5 student who has shown an exceptional enthusiasm for and skill in reading of 

literature in the English language. 

 

The Barry Lorne Ardiel Award 

S6 | General Proficiency - Leadership 

Presented to one female and one male student who have shown good scholarship, talented and 

unselfish participation in school activities, leadership, character and integrity. 

 

The Beverley Matthews Award for Distinction 

All Grades | Distinction 

This award is given to the student with the highest standing in F1 and S5. It is also given to the student 

with the 3rd highest standing in F2, M3 and M4, as well as to the student with the highest, 2nd highest 

and 3rd highest standing in S6. 
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The Beverley Matthews Award for Highest Standing in French 

S6 | Languages - French 

Awarded for highest standing in Grade 12 French 

 

The Beverley Matthews Awards 

S5 | Leadership 

Awarded to the incoming two school captains and to the incoming prefect in each house: Althouse, 

Cody, Crawford and Lewis. 

 

The Beverley Matthews Prize in German 

S6 | Languages - German 

For excellent achievement in Grade 12 German 

 

The Beverley Matthews Prize in Physics 

S6 | Science - Physics 

For excellent achievement in Grade 12 Physics 

 

The Beverley Matthews Prize in Spanish 

S6 | Languages - Spanish 

For excellent achievement in Grade 12 Spanish 

 

The Chris Wilson Science Scholarship 

F2 | Science 

Awarded to the student in F2 who best embodies the value of persistence in maintaining or improving 

performance in Science. 
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The Don Fawcett Award 

All Grades | General Proficiency - Leadership 

This award is given to a student in All Grades who has shown an attempt to achieve significant goals in 

at least three of the following areas: academic studies, music, art, literacy activities, athletics, citizenship 

and leadership. Attributes to be considered include the achievement of personal goals above one's own 

or others' expectations, especially through adversity or lack of public recognition; notable enthusiasm to 

observe standards of excellence in all endeavours; and fortitude. 

No student shall receive this award more than once.  

 

The Donald Gutteridge Award in English 

S6 | English 

Awarded to a student who has shown remarkable effort and achievement in the study of English 

Literature in the graduating year. The recipient is not necessarily the student with the highest mark in 

English and should not be a recipient of the Fowell or Kwitko Award. 

 

The Dorothy Thomson Memorial Scholarship 

M3 | General Proficiency 

Awarded to one boy and one girl who have successfully completed M3 and who best exemplify 

scholarhip, integrity, leadership and significant contributions to extra-curricular activities at UTS. 

 

The Dr. Marvin L. Kwitko Scholarship in English 

S6 | English 

Awarded to a student who demonstrates outstanding achievement in English in the graduating year. 

 

The Dr. Michael D. Kolin Memorial Award 

S5 | Participation 

For outstanding contribution to student participation in currricular and extra-curricular activities. 

Adequate scholarship is an additional requirement. 
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The Dr. T.M. Porter Memorial Scholarships 

F2, M3, M4, S5 | Distinction 

Given to the two students in F2, M3, M4 and S5 who pass highest and second highest.  

 

The Dr. T.M. Porter Memorial Scholarships 

S5 | Leadership 

Awarded to the two incoming school captains and to the incoming prefect in each house: Althouse, 

Cody, Crawford and Lewis. 

 

The Dr. T.M. Porter Scholarship in Mathematics 

S5 | Mathematics 

Presented to a student for excellence and in S5 Mathematics. 

 

The Dr. T.M. Porter Scholarship in Science 

M4, S5, S6 | Science 

Awarded to recognize excellence and highest standing in M4 Biology, M4 Chemistry, S5 Chemistry, S5 

Physics and S6 Biology. 

 

The Edward Booth Memorial Scholarship 

S5 | Distinction 

This award is made to a student passing with distinction from S5 to S6. 

 

The Fred Leighton Award 

S6 | Athletics - Swimming 

To be awarded to the most valuable swim team member of the graduating class. 
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The George Warwick Noble Award 

S5 | Mixed Subject - TWIG and English 

Awarded for significant contribution to The Twig, oustanding scholarship in ENG4AE, adequate 

scholarship in other subjects and participation in at least one other activity. 

 

The Gint Berius Memorial Award 

F1 | Science 

To be awarded to an F1 student in recognition of outstanding ability and interest in science in the 

beginning year. 

 

The Harold & Waldo Smith Essay Awards 

M3, S5 | English 

Awarded to two students (one in M3 and one in S5) for good style and excellence in English essay 

writing (essays must be 1,000 to 1,500 words in length). 

 

The Harry C. Maynard Award in Classics 

M4 | Classics 

For excellence in M4 Latin. 

 

The Henry Job Crawford Scholarship in Classics 

S6 | Classics 

Given to a student who has shown excellence in S6 Classics. 

 

The J. Mavor Moore Award for Drama 

S5, S6 | Drama 

Awarded to an S5 or S6 student who has participated extensively and with a high degree of excellence in 

the UTS Drama program both at a curricular and co-curricular level. The honouree is an outstanding  

theatrical collaborator who has helped to create both original and adapted dramas which have engaged, 

challenged and delighted the UTS community. 
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The J.G. Workman Prize in Mathematics 

S5 | Mathematics 

This prize is to be awarded to the student who achieves the highest mark in S5 mathematics (MHF4U). 

 

The Jake Fowell Art Prize 

F2 | Arts 

Awarded to a student in F2 Visual Art who demonstrates initiative and dedication to learning and 

improving drawing skills. This student has shown the most improvement in his/her drawing portfolio for 

work over the course of the year. 

 

The Jane G. McElheran Annual Prize for Musical Performance 

All Grades | Music 

Awarded to a student who demonstrates advanced proficiency in the performance of music generally 

considered "classical". Representative composers include J.S. Bach, Beethoven, Brahms, Stravinsky, 

Copland, Stockhausen, etc. The performance field could be keyboard, instrumental, vocal or conducting. 

No student shall be given this award more than once.  

 

The Jared Vining McCutcheon Memorial Scholarship 

S6 | Science 

Awarded to two students who intend to pursue medicine as a career and who show outstanding 

achievements in the Sciences in their graduating year. 

Not to be given to a student who wins another award of equal or greater value. 

 

The John David Lee Memorial Award in Music 

S6 | Music 

Awarded to a senior student who shows outstanding aptitude and achievement in musical creativity. 
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The John David Lee Memorial Award in Photography 

S6 | Arts 

Awarded to a student who has, through quality photography, documented the greatest number of 

school events in the school year for the Twig. 

 

The John Edward Fowell Memorial Prize 

S6 | English 

Presented to an S6 student who has shown excellence in written English. 

 

The Joseph L. Gill Memorial Award 

S5 | Mixed Subject - English/History/Drama 

Awarded to a student in S5 who has exhibited scholarship in English and History and who has made a 

significant contribution to Drama within the school. 

 

The Junior Reg. N. Boxer Scholarship 

M4 | Athletics 

Awarded to a student in M4 for talented and unselfish participation in athletics, industry and character, 

and merit in academic studies. 

 

The Langford Rowell Scholarship 

S6 | Athletics 

Given to a graduating student who possesses character, scholarship and athletic ability. 

 

The Lily McGregor Art Award 

All Grades | Arts 

Awarded to a student who creates transformative artworks or Arts-based experiences that explore 

issues of social justice and equity. 
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The Lindsey Cameron Scholarship in Canadian Law 

S6 | Law 

To be awarded to a  student who has earned an exemplary grade in Grade 12 Canadian Law and has 

been actively engaged in the advocacy of human rights or humanitarian causes. 

 

The Maurice Cody Prizes in History 

S5, S6 | History 

Given to a student who achieves excellence in History. 

 

The Mayor of the City of Toronto Trophy 

S6 | General Proficiency 

Presented to a student who combines outstanding scholarship with a strong contribution to school life 

in at least three areas. 

 

The Michael Elmarson Memorial Award 

S5, S6 | Community Service 

To be awarded to an S5 or S6 student who has demonstrated kindness, care and compassion for other 

members of the school community. 

 

The Michaele M. Robertson Award 

All Grades | Distinction 

This award is for one student who demonstrates creativity and synthesis in work that spans two or more 

disciplines. Staff will be encouraged to submit samples of student work and the DC meeting can offer 

recommendations for winners. 

 

The Mikael Areff Memorial Award 

S5, S6 | English 

Given to a student in S5 or S6 who has fostered interest and involvement in extra-curricular literary 

activities among students in F1 or F2. 
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The Nesbitt Medals 

S6 | Distinction 

Each year, UTS faculty will choose nine candidates. The two winners are then voted for by their peers. 

All students get to vote.  Two medals, one gold and one silver, are awarded to two graduating students 

on the basis of example, discipline, interest and participation in school activities, as well as on 

scholarship and good citizenship. The recipients should be the most "well-rounded" students of the 

graduating year.   A winner of the gold medal is not to be eligible for the silver medal, nor for either the 

gold or the silver medal at any subsequent election. 

 

The Nicholas & Margaret Fodor Award 

S6 | General Proficiency 

Awarded to an S6 student whose merits include character, intelligence and adequate scholarship and 

who intends to enroll at the University of Toronto. The recipient will also have qualities that include: 

decency, honesty, reliability, a good worker who does his best for his community, loyalty to himself, his 

surroundings and to the people with whom he lives and works, and a good sport, fair, generous, a good 

loser and a graceful winner. 

 

The Philosophy Award 

S6 | Philosophy 

Presented to a graduating student who has attained distinctive excellence and outstanding achievement 

in S6 Philosophy. 

 

The Ralph Leo Summerfield Science Scholarship 

M3 | Science 

Awarded to the student in M3 with the highest standing in Science. 

 

The Senior Reg. N. Boxer Scholarship 

S5 | Athletics 

Awarded to a student in S5 for talented and unselfish participation in athletics, industry and character, 

and merit in academic studies. 
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The Senior VI Geography Award 

S6 | Geography 

For excellence in Grade 12 Geography 

 

The Stephen Marshall Award in Music 

S6 | Music 

Awarded to a graduating student for outstanding quality in contribution to the Music program. 

 

The Stewart H. Bull Debating Trophy 

All Grades | Debating 

Awarded for making a significant contribution to the organization and management of debating 

activities and maintaining a high level of courteous and dignified behaviour in debating competition. 

 

The UTS Alumni Association 50th Anniversary Scholarship 

F2, M3, M4, S5 | General Proficiency 

Awarded for character, industry, interest in extra-curricular activities and scholarship. One receipient 

from each of: F2, M3, M4 and S5. 

 

The UTS Alumni War Memorial Scholarship 

F2, M3, M4, S5 | General Proficiency 

Awarded to a student who has demonstrated all around improvement during the year and whose 

qualities include scholarship, industry, and character. One receipient from each of: F2, M3, M4 and S5. 

 

The UTSPA Award in Special French 

S5 | Languages 

Fpr outstanding achievement in Special French in the final year. 
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The UTSPA Mathematics Prizes 

F1, M4 | Mathematics 

Awarded to F1 students who scored highest on the Gauss Math Contest and to M4 students who scored 

highest on the Cayley Math Contest. 

 

The UTSPA Prize for Contribution to Social and Environmental Issues 

All Grades | Community Service 

Awarded to a student who makes a significant contribution to social and environmental issues at UTS. 

 

The UTSPA Scholarship for Distinction 

F1, M3, S5 | Distinction 

Given to the F1 students who place 2nd, 3rd, and 4th highest. Also given to the M3 student who places 

4th highest and the S5 student who places 3rd highest. 

 

The Vavitsas Family Award 

S6 | Distinction 

Given to one graduating student who has been accepted into a Bachelor of Commerce program at a 

Canadian University and, during his or her time at UTS, has taken actions to promote community and 

inclusiveness. 

 

The W.B. Gray Memorial Prize 

S6 | Mixed Subject - Chemistry/Athletics 

This award is given to a student who receives outstanding results in S6 Chemistry and who demonstrates 

the attributes of scholarship, participating in athletics and interest in the welfare of others. 

The winner of this award shall not receive any other awards. 

 

The W.B. MacMurray Award 

S6 | General Proficiency 

Awarded to the graduate who best represents scholarship, excellence in extra-curricular activities, 

example, self-discipline, integrity and courtesy, as exemplified throughout his or her time at UTS. 
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The W.G. Warden Award 

M4 | English 

Awarded to a student with the highest levels of acheivement in M4 Englsih and through extra-curricular 

literary contribution. 

 

The W.J. Lougheed Prize in Upper School Mathematics 

S6 | Mathematics 

Awarded to a student with the highest aggregate standard in three S6 mathematic subjects. 

 

The Walter Bark Award 

M3 or M4 | Athletics 

The award is given to one M3 or one M4 student who has been unique in fostering team spirit and 

values in sports, while maintaining an acceptable academic standing. The tradition of UTS team-play as a 

source of growth and leadership shall be noteworthy in the winner. 

 

The Warren MacKay Page Memorial Award in Art 

S6 | Arts 

Recognizes outstanding quality in contribution to the art program at UTS throughout the candidate's 

year at the school, including the year of graduation. 

 

UTS Alumni Association Scholarship for Distinction 

S6 | Distinction 

To be given to the student who places 4th highest. 
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Vivek Kesarwani Award 

S6 | Arts 

Granted to a maximum of two graduating students who are involved in Show and who display a sense of 

pride in the school, as well as qualities including leadership, scholarship, and character. 

The Show Staff Advisor will recommend between four and six students to the UTS Awards Committee 

for consideration of the Vivek Kesarwani Award. The students may be ranked or unranked, as 

determined by the Show Staff Advisor. 

 

W. Bruce MacLean Mathletic Award 

S5 | Mixed Subject - Math and Athletics 

Awarded to two students, one boy and one girl, annually who received a high academic standing in 

Advanced Functions, in concert with proficiency in school and in school athletics. 

 

William James Dunlop Prize in English and History 

S6 | English & History 

One S6 with highest aggregate in English & History 

 

William Livingston Physics Prize 

S5 | Science 

Awarded to the student with the highest standing in first year Physics. 

 

Winston Churchill Medal 

S6 | Twig Editors 

The silver medal will be awarded to the student editor-in-chief of the "TWIG". 

 

 


